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AGM
The BWY Scotland will take place on
Saturday 1st September 2018 during the
lunch break of the IST day Rajesh
David.
At the In The Moment Yoga Studio, 72
Berkeley Street, Glasgow, G3 7DS.
Please come along to express your
views and support your region!
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NOTICEBOARD
Forgotten your BWY Website password?
Help is here.
If you have forgotten your password, don’t worry, just click the forgotten your
password link and you will be automatically sent an email to your address
registered with the BWY with a link to reset your password.
Take care though this email could go into your junk mail or into a long forgotten
mailbox if the BWY doesn’t have your latest email address, so it may seem you
haven't received a response, so always check this first.
The link will only work on the most recent mail sent to you to reset your password
so if you have clicked on the forgotten password link a few times, because it
seemed no help was on its way, take the opportunity to do something else for 10
minutes and when you come back to your computer use the latest email received
to reset your password.

Insurance Clarification!
Our insurers have confirmed that we, ie. BWY teacher
members, can teach students of any age, so long as we
comply with BWY guidelines.
However, the same does not apply to teachers. Personal
accident liability insurance covers teachers to teach up to 70
years of age. Between 70 and 75 the benefits are halved and
anyone teaching over the age of 75 needs to advise their
insurers.

Data Protection
Don’t forget to LOGIN to your
th
BWY Member’s Profile before 25
March 2018 to update your
Privacy & Communications
preferences!
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Regional Officer’s Report
Nicola Bourke

Dear Member of BWY Scotland
I hope you are well. This is the last foreword I will be writing as
Regional Officer in this region. I have been a volunteer on the
committee since 2010 and have really enjoyed it. There have been
some challenges but there are lots of people I would not have met
otherwise. I have had lots of support and worked with some
inspiring people. It is very much a joint effort and I thank all my
fellow committee members past and present and wish them all the
best for the future.
So what's new from me? Members please note that in order to
receive communications eg email newsletters and What's On, you
must log into your account on the BWY website and sign up for your
own preferences. This must be done by May 25th, but of course if
you have not done it by then please do so afterwards! Otherwise
you will not receive any emails or newsletters from BWY or the
regions. This is all part of EU regulations, (so much for Brexit!)
called GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations) and applies to
every organisation, not just BWY.
By the time you receive this we will have, all going well, a new
Chairperson. We continue to see lots of change at every level, and
there may well be more. I hope the membership makes the right
decision and that whoever ends up in the role will be
supported. Paul Fox has put his manifesto in Spectrum and on
Yotube and Richard Adamo is using social media and an informal
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network to publicise his four point plan. Although the election will be
over by the time you read this, it's worth reading both candidates’
manifestos as this is what you can expect over the next few years
from the elected candidate.
There are four more ISTs in this year. Please do consider coming
along and bringing a friend or two. As I write this, our first IST of the
year is less than a week away and so far only six people have
signed up. It is likely we will make a significant loss on this simply
due to poor attendance. I have no doubt it will be an excellent IST,
taught by Anna Semlyen, on the subject of the nine obstacles to
practice. In September there will be two IST days in Glasgow and
one day in each of Aberdeen and Findhorn in November. The AGM
is on September 1st in Glasgow and although we welcome input
and feedback from our members at any time, this is a good
opportunity to meet committee members and volunteer, ask
questions and just become involved at some level. Please support
your region by attending the ISTs we organise, at least one a year
per member would be very helpful and supportive.
All the ISTs are in my view very exciting, however as I love sound
and mantra I am very much looking forward to Rajesh David's two
IST days in September in Glasgow. Rajesh was resident in
Mandala Ashram in Wales for a while, a wonderful place that I have
enjoyed visiting but it is too far away to visit as often as I would like
to! The current issue of Spectrum has an article by Rajesh on the
Music of AUM. It is well worth a read and maybe to tempt you into
coming along! Rajesh will be bringing lots of his music CDs and his
harmonium. This is his website if you want to do some further
research. www.rajeshdavid.wixsite.com. Hope to see you there for
some authentic and beautiful mantra.
That's it from me. I hope I have in some way helped the role of
yoga and supported BWY members in Scotland in over the last nine
years. I am delighted that in my volunteer time two Teacher
Training courses have been set up in Scotland by Carol Price and
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Sandra Cook and Carol also runs a Foundation Course. I hope this
level of high quality training continues. I would love to see some
modules being brought to Scotland and hopefully shall see this
come to pass at some stage!
And finally, it would not be a letter from the Chair without an appeal
for volunteers. In September I will be standing down, as well as
Judy, the Booking Officer, and Michele, the Membership
Secretary. More people need to volunteer to keep the region
going. If you think you are interested please get in touch.
With very best wishes to you all and see you on a yoga mat in a
yoga workshop sometime!
Nicola Bourke
Regional Officer, BWY Scotland Region.
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Regional Training Officer’s Report

Jean Hogben
By the time this edition of What’s On is published Anna Semlyen will
have visited Edinburgh with her workshop Improving Concentration.
Thank you to Anna and I hope those of you who attended found the
day enjoyable and informative, your feedback would be most
welcome.
Rajesh David is bringing us Nada Yoga – the Yoga of Sound on
Saturday 1st September and From Sound to Silence on Sunday 2 nd
September at the In The Moment Yoga Studio, 72 Berkeley Street,
Glasgow, G3 7DS. http://www.inthemomentcentre.co.uk/ . Rajesh is
trained in Indian classical music and combines his passion for music
with
his
study
of
Yoga.
His
website
is
https://rajeshdavid.wixsite.com/rajesh .
Zoe Knott will be visiting the northeast of Scotland in the autumn for
two days in Aberdeenshire. She will be at the Cults Kirk Centre with
Strength in Asana on Saturday the 10th and at the Universal Hall in
Forres with Journey into Backbending on Sunday the 11th.
For further details of the events please see pages: 22-25.
We are now working on plans for training days in 2019. It would be
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helpful if you could let me know of any specific areas of training you
would like to see in the future. In spite of our best efforts to choose
highly regarded tutors and topics that we think will be of interest,
some BWY Scotland events in recent years have not been well
attended. We would appreciate any feedback you may have,
positive or negative, as well as suggestions for topics, tutors and
venues. We would also welcome hearing from you if you are able to
volunteer with assisting in the organisation of our events. Please
contact me by phone on 01397 712889 or email
rto.scotland@bwy.org.uk .
Yours in Yoga,
Jean

BWY Scotland - Cancellation Policy
All refunds will be dealt with by the Regions.
If someone cannot attend a particular event they should in the first
instance contact our Booking Officer Judy Garrett.
1.

2.

3.

Judy will offer to transfer the person to another event which is on
the website. She will then inform the Treasurer that this has been
done giving the relevant details.
If this is not possible the event organiser will follow the BWY
cancellation policy:

Within 2 months of the event a full refund can be
made

Between 8 weeks and 4 weeks prior to the
event 50% of the fee (a full refund can be
made if there is a waiting list for the event)

1 month to 1 week – 25% of fee paid

7 days notice no refund.
The Treasurer to refund the person by cheque as we do not have
BACS in our region.
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Nada Yoga
Rajesh David

Rajesh David trained at The Yoga Institute, Mumbai, India. He is
also a composer and singer, with a background in Indian classical
music.
As a professional singer he was an A - Grade artist for All India
Radio and Television. Whilst living as a resident of Mandala Yoga
Ashram in Wales for four years, he conducted Kirtan and Chanting
sessions, gave concerts and taught regular Nada Yoga courses.
Three of his courses are all recognized as IST by the BWY. They
are; Nada - Nada Yoga the Yoga of Subtle Sound, From Sound to
Silence and The Music of Om - Chanting and reflecting on the
Mandukya Upanishad. Bhakti - Bhakti Yoga Through Love to the
Self and Bhaja Govindam an Introduction to Adi Shankaracharya’s
Bhaja Govindam an 8th century Hindu devotional composition.
He has been teaching these courses in the UK and abroad for
several years. He has also taught with Swami Nishchalananda on a
one year course of Kriya Yoga at the Mandala Yoga Ashram.
His many CDs include collections of devotional music, such as
Mantram Music for Relaxation and Meditation, The Music of AUM The Mandukya Upanishad and Kabir - mystic poems, and practice
CDs, such as Nadopasana, for practitioners of Nada Yoga.
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Rajesh has trained as a coach with HeartMath UK, which focuses
on heart intelligence as a means of building resilience and
managing stress.
Rajesh will be teaching two IST days in Glasgow Nada Yoga on
September 1st and From Sound to Silence on September 2nd for
details please see pages 20 and 21.
Teachers and students teachers from any yoga tradition can
attend. We also welcome yogis and yoginis who are not
beginners and want to develop their awareness of the topic.
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Strength in Asana and Journeying
into Backbending
Zoe Knott

Zoe Knott is a Diploma Course Tutor and also the DCT Training
Officer. Over 30 years of yoga practice with many different teachers
from a variety of traditions has resulted in Zoe's eclectic style of
teaching that has been influenced by all those with whom she has
worked. Her fundamental approach is to build strength as the
cornerstone of practice and from there all poses become possible.
Asana are broken down and analysed. Zoe looks at the muscles
that need to be strong or flexible and works in detail gradually
building
up
the
components
of
a
pose.
Zoe has taken the additional BWY modules in Pranayama and
Pregnancy. As well as running regular yoga classes, the Foundation
Course, Teacher Training and travelling round the country giving
Workshops, Zoe runs regular yoga holidays.
Zoe will be teaching two IST days this year, Strength in Asana on
November 10th in Aberdeen and Journey into Backbending on
November 11th in Findhorn for details see pages 22 and 23.
Teachers and students teachers from any yoga tradition can
attend. We also welcome yogis and yoginis who are not
beginners and want to develop their awareness of the topic.
What’s On – Spring/Summer 2018
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The Findhorn Foundation
Eco-Village & Community
This year, one of our IST Days on 11 Nov with Zoe Knott will be
held at The Findhorn Foundation, on the Moray Coast near
Inverness, offering a unique opportunity to attend an excellent
Training Day and visit the world famous self-sustaining Findhorn
Foundation Community.
The Findhorn Community was established 50 years ago by Peter &
Eileen Caddy and Dorothy MacLean, who grew vegetables and
lived sustainably and spiritually, with meditation and nature as their
guidance. By the 1980’s the Eco-Village Project at Findhorn was
contributing to the development of the eco-village movement
worldwide, and has since grown to become a pioneering model of
sustainable living, recognised by the United Nations, and one of the
founding members of the Global Ecovillage Network.
If you visit the Findorn Foundation today, located adjacent to the
beautiful Findhorn Bay, you will see beautifully crafted and cared for
ecological homes & buildings and a community based on the
founding principles of ‘Inner Listening’ - ‘Work is Love in Action’ &
‘Co-Creation with the Intelligence of Nature. More information at:
https://www.findhorn.org/
Findhorn Foundation Universal Hall
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Making Yoga about Everyone
Sue Northrop – ReVitalise Yoga

Yoga weaves deep into our lives, bringing unexpected delight and
joy - and a well-timed lesson or two.
I didn’t mean to teach Yoga, but on a rare break from caring for
parents with dementia I did a teaching course and found I loved
teaching. A serendipitous chat with my Mum’s care home manager,
resulted in me teaching Yoga to the residents of the Abbey
Residential Home for Older People.
Classes are weekly, designed specifically for people with dementia
and multiple impairments. Around a dozen students come along;
many have been regulars since we started. Over the last few years,
we’ve learnt a lot together and created a small but beautifully
formed community with our own jokes, rituals and stories.
My academic studies suggested that Yoga embodied all the
elements of empowering and inclusive dementia practice. Dementia
involves much more than memory, people rely increasingly on clues
in the physical, social and psychological environment to make sense
of the world. Body language, facial expressions, music and images,
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embodied memory facilitate communication in both directions and
help people participate. In Yoga we create an experience and
environment that is multi-sensory, failure free, flexible, creative and
adaptable to fit the person’s pace and capacity in that moment.
There are fascinating links and tensions between dementia and
Yoga. In dementia we actively challenge damaging stereotypes
which position people with dementia not by who they are but by loss
and incapacity, as a disease not a person. In Yoga classes I was
urging people to clear their mind and lose the self!
As I relaxed into the class and we got to know each other, I focused
on relationships and how I could promote them. Monday mornings
were a rare time for people from across the Home to come together.
As their dementia progresses people usually move to another part
of the home, but on Mondays they came together and friendships
were re-established. I started to consciously build a sense of
community and belonging; connecting people through shared
practice, stories and conversations.
Through the Gentle Years Yoga course, I experimented with bean
bags and other objects in our Dharana activity - “Chuck it in the
bucket”. Regular practice and increasing challenge have helped
students become more confident, determined, accurate and
powerful throwers. No one says they can’t do it now and they are in
competition with the local Day Centre (and winning!). The Abbey
resident Yogis have risen to the challenge in grand style!
We’ve created our own yoga-shaped space inside the Abbey, a
holiday from care with different rules, relationships and tone - they
enjoy the Sanskrit terms. We roar our Lion pose - a rare chance to
shout and laugh out loud. We end with a poem and there is silence
at the final bell.
Some stories that I carry in my heart.
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Jim’s daughter visited from Shetland and she joined us. They
beamed as they did Yoga together. Every class brings them
together as Jim sends his love to her & his family in his Namastes.
June, a new member, spoke during Svasana several yogis asked
her to please be quiet. When Muriel, a lady with dementia speaks,
they are not disturbed.
Claire has advanced dementia and would sit stroking the bean bag
looking at her lap. We did a poem about robins and looked at
photos. Claire looked up at me, beamed and said ‘Beautiful, he’s so
beautiful’.
Every Monday I look forward to the class. I leave inspired by these
people who live with such grace and grateful for their kindness and
the opportunity to do Yoga together.

Sue is a Yoga teacher working in East Lothian, specialising in Yoga for people
living with dementia. Sue integrates Yoga, practical experience of living and
working with dementia and research and theory to create classes where students
connect with themselves and others, have time out of care and caring and grow
and learn together. Sue runs classes in care homes, day centres and in the
community.
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Make the magic of Yoga Nidra part
of your daily life: by Carol Goodridge
I often describe yoga nidra to my students as both a deep relaxation
for the body and a meditation for the mind. But it is so much more
than that. It involves entering an altered state of consciousness between wakefulness and dream, sometimes referred to as a
hypnagogic state. The practice penetrates the depths of the human
mind wherein it takes on suggestions put to it.
When you practise yoga nidra the deeper phases of your mind will
open. If done regularly, it can change “the nature of your mind,
diseases can be cured and your creative genius restored” 1 . A
teacher who has completed the postgraduate qualification to teach
yoga nidra can certainly use the practice safely to work
therapeutically with people who are experiencing pain and illness.
And in ordinary circumstances it is a wonderful practice to use daily
both for relaxation and boosting energy. One experienced teacher
told me that unborn babies whose mothers have used yoga nidra
regularly during gestation, are very happy babies!
You can also do yoga on your own, using guided instructions on
CDs or Digital Downloads, recorded by properly qualified teachers.
It is important to be completely relaxed, and to focus on the voice
giving instructions. The state of physical relaxation is achieved by
spending time focusing the body, before letting it go and turning to
the subtler aspects of the practice. It may take some time if you are
unfamiliar with lying completely still for any length of time, but
gradually the stillness comes. I recommend starting with a short
practice and building up to a full length one last between 20 – 35
minutes.

1

Yoga Nidra by Swami Satyananda Saraswati, Bihar Publications Trust, p.17
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Yoga Nidra also makes use of a sankalpa – a determination to
make some kind of profound change in your life. As a short,
concise, positive resolve phrased in the present tense, it is
introduced twice during the yoga nidra, repeated mentally and
planted deeply in the subconscious, when it is in this state of
receptivity. Used regularly it can indeed create a new direction for
your life. Take your time finding one. Just put the idea out into the
universe, and in a few weeks, one will come to you to use, until it
comes true.
I use yoga nidra in all my yoga classes, and I also craft yoga nidras
for students who come to me to deal with stress or illness. However,
for general purposes you should find something to suit you in my
CDs and downloads. There is also one designed specifically for
healing – for those dealing with pain and illness.

Carol Godridge is a
qualified and registered
teacher both with Yoga
Scotland and Satyananda
Yoga UK, and qualified to
teach Yoga Nidra. She
teaches Yoga, Meditation
and Remedial Yoga at all
levels in Moniaive, Dumfries
and Keir. Tel. 01848 200681
email:
yoga@cgodridge.plus.com
Website:
www.carolgodridgesatyanan
dayoga.com
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Events

Events and IST days
The following pages describe the events being run in the region over the coming months.
Bookings
Bookings can be taken only when events are advertised both in ‘What’s On’ and on the website. For
booking forms and procedures, see pages 22 and 25.
Information for teachers about Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
A BWY teacher using BWY insurance must collect 15 CPD points a year. Some of the events below,
such as IST days, can contribute towards teachers’ CPD points. An IST day is worth 7.5 points and
some other days such as the International Yoga day are worth 5 points. Those events contributing to
CPD will be clearly marked.

Booking procedures and information
How to book
Simply go to the website events page (www.bwy.org.uk/scotland/), select the event or events,
check if a place is available, continue to payment and receive a booking confirmation.
Payment methods – IST, General and Masterclasses
Our online booking system accepts both credit and debit cards. You will receive a payment and
booking confirmation. If you opt to pay by cheque, the system will reserve your place for a
maximum of seven days and will be confirmed by the event organiser only on receipt of payment.
Post-dated cheques are not accepted. Cheques should be sent to the event organiser with your
name, email address, BWY number and event marked on the back.
Waiting lists
If an event is full, please contact the organiser to be put on the waiting list. The organiser will
contact you only if a place becomes available.
Refund policy
If you cancel a confirmed place on any event: Within 2 months of the event a full refund can be
made. Between 8 weeks and 4 weeks prior to the event 50% of the fee (a full refund can
be made if there is a waiting list for the event). 1 month to 1 week – 25% of fee paid.7 days
notice no refund.
What to bring
Please bring your mat, blanket, blocks and strap, as well as a light lunch. Drinks will be provided,
but bring a mug. Wear comfortable, layered clothing. Anything extra will be mentioned in the advert
describing the event.

Getting there
All events on our website include a link to a map. Alternatively, Google and the AA offer
excellent maps and directions. If you need help, please contact the organiser.
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Events

IST18/276:

Nada Yoga
with

Rajesh David
Time:
10:00am – 4:00pm
Venue:
In The Moment Yoga
Studio, 72 Berkeley
Street, Glasgow, G3
7DS.
Cost:
Members: £50
Non-members: £55
Booking Officer:
Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com
CPD information:
CPD points: 7.5
for BWY and Yoga
Scotland teachers.
Who can attend?
Teachers and students
teachers from any yoga
tradition can attend. We
also welcome yogis and
yoginis who are not
beginners and want to
develop their awareness
of the topic.

1st September 2018,
Glasgow
This day will impart an intellectual grasp of the
concept of Nada and its philosphical background
and to help students appreciate the universality
of Nada. We will explore Nada in asana,
breathing and movement, and sensitise our
chakras using Indian music scales. During the
day we will deepen our meditative practice using
sound and inspire an interest in, and hopefully a
wish to further study, the concept of Nada. At
least one Indian rhythm pattern will be
learned and applied to our practice. There will be
time to explore the various resonating chambers
in our body and to develop a practice of
meditation using sound and mantra.
Teaching materials will include hand outs,
posters, harmonium and tanpura. These will be
used throughout the day in all practical
sessions. Teaching methods will include a short
lecture, demonstration, class work, experiential,
self discovery, discussion and question and
answer.

The BWY Scotland AGM will be from 1:30
to 2pm on this day.
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Events

IST18/277:

From Sound to Silence
with

Rajesh David
Time:
10:00am – 4:00pm
Venue:
In The Moment Yoga
Studio, 72 Berkeley
Street, Glasgow, G3
7DS.
Cost:
Members: £50
Non-members: £55
Booking Officer:
Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com
CPD information:
CPD points: 7.5
for BWY and Yoga
Scotland teachers.
Who can attend?
Teachers and students
teachers from any yoga
tradition can attend. We
also welcome yogis and
yoginis who are not
beginners and want to
develop their awareness
of the topic.

2nd September 2018,
Glasgow
This day will review the concept of Nada and
prepare us for a deeper understanding of
sound. We will explore sound as harmony and
balance in the body and work with music and
mantra yoga. We will during the day be moving
from sound to silence and examining the
meaning and nature of silence. There will be a
Yoga Nidra practice, reflection on the mantra
Om, with reference to Upanishadic texts and a
meditation practice. There will be a Hatha Yoga
practice in the morning.
Teaching materials will include handouts,
posters, flip-chart, harmonium and tanpura.
Teaching methods will include short lecture,
demonstration, class work, experiential, self
discovery, discussion and Q & A.
Lunch: BYO. There are some cafes nearby.
Parking: Free on street parking at the weekend.
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IST 18/278

Strength in Asana
with
Zoe Knott
Time:
10:00am – 4:00pm
Venue:
Cults Kirk Centre, 404 N
Deeside Road,
Aberdeen, AB15 9TD.
Cost:
Members: £50
Non-members: £55
Booking Officer:
Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com
CPD information:
CPD points: 7.5
for BWY and Yoga
Scotland teachers.
Who can attend?
Teachers and students
teachers from any yoga
tradition can attend. We
also welcome yogis and
yoginis who are not
beginners and want to
develop their
awareness of the topic.

10th November 2018,
Aberdeen
This
day
will
use
class
work,
demonstration, discussion, experiential
practice and a short lecture to teach
the principles and reasons for working with
strength in asana. We will consider how
this
physical
practice
affects
us
energetically and is very much a part of the
balance that is HA THA Yoga. Specific
techniques to develop strength will be
taught and practiced. Handouts will be
emailed after the workshop.
Hot drinks will be provided. Lunch is BYO
or find a local cafe.
You must bring your own yoga mat and
props as none will be provided.
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IST18/279

Journey into
Backbending
with

Zoe Knott
Time:
10:00am – 4:00pm
Venue:
Universal Hall
The Park
Findhorn
Forres
Aberdeenshire
IV36 3TZ
Cost:
Members: £50
Non-members: £55

11th November 2018,
Aberdeen
This day will use demonstration, discussion,
pairs, group work, class work, self discovery,
experiential practice and a short lecture to teach
the kinesiology (body movement, agonists,
antagonists), principles and precautions and
resources for backbends. We will discuss why
we
teach
backbends
(physically
and
esoterically), how to approach then in the safest
way and work through the specific stages of
backbends.
Handouts will be emailed after the workshop.

Booking Officer:
Judy Garrett
This day will be taught in the Dance and Drama
judyoga@gmail.com Studio on the first floor of the Universal
CPD information:
CPD points: 7.5
for BWY and Yoga
Scotland teachers

Hall. There is an onsite cafe or you can BYO
lunch. Hot drinks will be provided.
You must bring your own yoga mat and props as
none will be provided.
All attendees are invited to a ‘5 Rhythms –
Sweat your Prayers’ on the Sunday Evening
In the large Auditorium.
What’s On – Spring/Summer 2018
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BWY Scotland
Events Planner 2018
Date/Page Event

Location

Type of
event

Contact

May 19
P28

Be Moved

Queen Margaret Hall
Linlithgow

Workshop

June Mercer
www.junesyoga.com
Tel:07835 835919

May 26
P34

Sound & Healing
Supper

Santosa Studio
21 Albert Street
Edinburgh EH7 5LH

Event

studio@santosa.co.uk
0131 555 6255

June 24
P30

GYA/YS UN Day of
Yoga

Trinity Hall
Holburn Street
Aberdeen
AB10 6BZ

Event

gyaseminar@outlook.com

June 24
P31

GYA UN Day of
Yoga

Event

gyaseminar@outlook.com

July 12/16
P27

The Song of the Body

United Reform
Church Hall
Fraserburgh
AB43 9AJ
Lendrick Lodge

Retreat

www.lendricklodge.com
01877 376 263

July 21/27
P28

Yoga in Orkney
June Mercer

Orkney

Holiday

June Mercer
www.junesyoga.com
Tel:07835 835919

August 18
P29

SSYT
Therapy Dip Course

Scottish Borders

Course

Info.ssyt@gmail.com

Sept 1
P20

Nada Yoga

In the Moment
Glasgow

BWY
IST

Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com
www.bwy.org.uk/scotland/events

Sept 2
P21

From Sound to
Sound

In the moment
Glasgow

BWY
IST

Sept 12/16 Yoga Holiday in Crete
P28
June Mercer

Kissamos, Crete

Holiday

June Mercer
www.junesyoga.com
Tel:07835 835919

Sept 15/16 BWY Yoga &
P28
Mindfulness
for Children/Teens

Manchester Yoga
Centre

BWY
Module

info@calmforkids.com
07973 953 812

Sept 15
P32

Greenbank
Community Centre
Polmont

Workshop

Ann Hunter
ann@ahunter.plus.com
Tel: 0141 647 1817

Gill Lloyd
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Sept 16
P32

Gill Lloyd

In the Moment, 72
Berkley Street,
Glasgow G3 7DS

Workshop

Ann Hunter
ann@ahunter.plus.com
Tel: 0141 647 1817

Oct 6
P28

Be Moved

Queen Margaret Hall
Linlithgow

Workshop

Oct 6
P31

Weekend of Yoga
Kanti Freeman

Cults Kirk Centre
Aberdeen
AB15 9TD

GYA

June Mercer
www.junesyoga.com
Tel:07835 835919
www.divine-harmony.co.uk
gyaseminar@outlook.com

Oct 7
P31

Weekend of Yoga
Kanti Freeman

Fraserburgh
Community & Sports
Centre
AB43 9TH

GYA

www.divine-harmony.co.uk
gyaseminar@outlook.com

Nov 10
P22

Zoe Knott
Strength in Asana

Cults Kirk Centre
Aberdeen
AB15 9TD

BWY
IST

Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com

Nov 11
P23

Zoe Knott
Journey into
Backbending

Universal Hall
Findhorn
Moray

BWY
IST

Judy Garrett
judyoga@gmail.com

Nov 17
P33

Preliminary into
Krishnamacharya
& TKV Desikachar

In the Moment, 72
Berkley Street,
Glasgow G3 7DS

Intro

Ann Hunter
ann@ahunter.plus.com
Tel: 0141 647 1817

Nov 17/18
P28

BWY Yoga &
Mindfulness
for Children/Teens

Manchester Yoga
Centre

BWY
Module

info@calmforkids.com

Dec 15/16
P29

BWY Postnatal
Module

Santosa Studio
21 Albert Street
Edinburgh EH7 5LH

BWY
Module

Cameron.judy@yahoo.com
0779 207 9389

Jan 19/20
P28
2019

BWY Yoga &
Mindfulness
for Children/Teens

Manchester Yoga
Centre

BWY
Module

info@calmforkids.com

March 2
P28
2019

John Stirk

Greenbank
Community Centre
Polmont

Workshop

June Mercer

April 6/7
P29
2019

BWY Postnatal
Module

Santosa Studio
21 Albert Street
Edinburgh EH7 5LH

BWY
Module

Cameron.judy@yahoo.com
0779 207 9389

Fraserburgh
Community & Sports
Centre
AB34 9TH

GYA

www.peteblackaby.co.uk
gyaseminar@outlook.com

April 27/28 Weekend of Yoga
P31 2019 Pete Blackaby

07973 953 812

07973 953 812

www.junesyoga.com
Tel:07835 835919
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Event booking forms
Use these slips to book your place on all BWY events. Please print clearly.
Cheques should be made payable to BWY Scotland.
Go to www.bwy.org.uk/scotland/ for full details and maps. See page 2 for
organiser’s address. Confirmation of booking will be emailed. Receipts available
on request either by email or SAE.

Event title

..................................................................................

Name

..................................................................................

Address

..................................................................................
..................................................................................

Telephone

..................................................................................

Email

..................................................................................

BWY number

..................................................................................

Event title

..................................................................................

Name

..................................................................................

Address

..................................................................................
..................................................................................

Telephone

..................................................................................

Email

..................................................................................

BWY number

..................................................................................
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Publishing policy
Please send adverts to the editor and payment to the regional accountant. Print-quality pdfs or highresolution jpegs preferable; Word documents with images as separate jpeg files are also acceptable.
Advertising rates (incl. VAT)
Quarter page
Half page
Full page
Back cover (colour)
Line ad
Issue
Edition 3 2017
Edition 1 2018
Edition 2 2018

Members/Accredited
£10.00
£15.00
£25.00
£40.00
10p per word
Date sent out
October 2017
February 2018
June 2018

Others
£20.00
£30.00
£35.00
£75.00
30p per word
Copy deadline (Adverts and editorial)
August 31 2017
January 11 2018
April 30 2018

Payment
Please email Aileen McKellar our regional editor to book an advertisement. Payment is by PayPal or
bank transfer, If you wish to take advantage of members' rates, you will need to provide your BWY
membership number.
Please note: goods or services advertised are not necessarily BWY accredited. Views expressed are
not necessarily those of the editor or the committee. Advertisements are accepted at the discretion of
the committee, and are included on a first-come, first-served basis as space allows.

The Song of the Body with
Sandra Sabatini & Michal Havkin
Lendrick Lodge 12-16 July 2018 & additional teacher day
(17July)
Sandra Sabatini, Vanda Scaravelli’s primary student, will be teaching an indepth transformative yoga retreat in Scotland. Be part of a legacy that is a
constant encouragement towards exploration and inventiveness for yogi
teachers and students worldwide. During the five days, enjoy five hours of
practice a day and an evening meditation. The sessions will incorporate
some Feldenkries movements towards facilitating a playful and different
experience of yoga positions. The unfolding of the body will go along with
the unfolding of the breath supported by a slow and meditative approach.
This course is for committed students and teachers of the yoga path.
www.lendricklodge.com- 01877 376 263
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Yoga with June Mercer
Yoga with June is a gentle practice to bring powerful changes to strengthen the body while stilling the mind.
June’s yoga has been guided over the last 25 years by ‘’Scaravelli inspired ‘’ teachers.
Be Moved – a workshop of joyful free expression.....Saturdays 19th May and 6th October 10 am -1pm
in Queen Margaret Hall, Linlithgow Join June and Sarena Wolfaard (5Rhythms teacher) in 3 hours of
embodied movement. We will explore how we are moved from the yoga mat up to our feet - moving inwards and
outwards in the space. We will be danced, with music and without, and come to rest on our mats, with breath and
awareness of how we are in the moment. Suitable for all. Cost: £25.
Yoga in Orkney 21st – 27th July 2018 June is looking forward to teaching in Stenness again . Join us for a
week of yoga, or a weekend or some long morning sessions. Suitable for all.... for details and to book contact
June
Yoga holiday to Kissamos in North West Crete
12th -19th September 2018…… Back to the lovely
Hotel Peli for the 8th year! The venue has a swimming pool and is just across from the beach. Two guided walks
available .
Yoga workshop with June’s teacher JOHN STIRK on Saturday 2nd March 2019 in the Greenpark Centre
Polmont
June runs regular weekly yoga classes in Central Scotland. Details on the website www.junesyoga.com
Contact June on 07835835919 or email june@junesyoga.com Facebook junesyoga
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IYN registered diploma course
in yoga therapy
2018/19 course starting August 18
in the Scottish Borders
www.scottishschoolofyogatherapy.co.uk
info.ssyt@gmail.com
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www.yogascotland.org.uk

www.grampianyoga.org.uk

GRAMPIAN YOGA ASSOCIATION AND YOGA SCOTLAND
CELEBRATE THE UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL DAY OF YOGA
Sunday, 24th June 2018 from 10.00am to 4.00pm
with guest tutors
MARTIN JULICH AND CHARLIE GRANGE
Explore Unity/Yoga Nidra (Inclusivity)
To celebrate the UN’s International Day of Yoga we will explore the theme of Unity with practices of
Pranayama, Chanting, a Vinyasa leaning sequence, Yin Yoga, Yoga Nidra and the practice of
Compassion Meditation. One good way to open our hearts and minds is to practice Pem Choedrons
suggestion of: Start where you are. To start with how we really are right now facilitates the Pause
inside the mind, where our inner knowing shows up, where we sense how to be more at ease in an
Asana (or Life), how to practice Yoga from the inside. As Teachers or Practitioners we also need, at
times, to be guided and invited to go deeper, but the practice leads to becoming your own teacher.
This day is obviously open to All and if you have an injury or aches and pains, we’ll weave around that.
Martin has been practicing on and off (mostly on) since 1986 and currently runs the Love Yoga Studio
in Aberdeen together with Rebecca Murray. He is also a Practitioner and Teacher of Shiatsu and
Open Floor Conscious Movement Meditation as well Chinese Herbalism. Charlie has had a daily yoga
practice since 2013 and currently runs the morning Mysore programme at Love Yoga as well as
numerous classes in Aberdeenshire.
Venue: Major Hall, 7 Trades, Trinity Hall, Holburn Street, Aberdeen AB10 6DA
(hot drinks available to purchase, please bring a light packed lunch)
FREE entry with donations to CLAN (Shiatsu treatment) and Willows Animal Sanctuary.
FREE car parking at Repsol-Sinopec, 163 Holburn Street, Aberdeen AB10 6BZ

Entry by pre-booking only, please email gyaseminar@outlook.com and book early to avoid
disappointment. We look forward to welcoming you on the day.
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www.grampian.org.uk

GRAMPIAN YOGA ASSOCIATION’S (GYA) FORTHCOMING
SEMINARS
Celebrate the United Nations International Day of Yoga
With Donna Falconer
A FREE event with any donations to Friends of Anchor
Sunday, 24th June 2018 – 10.30am – 2.00pm - United Reform Church Hall, Mid
Street, Fraserburgh AB43 9AJ
A weekend of yoga with Kanti Freeman – Exploring Sound
Saturday, 6th October 2018 - 10.00am to 4.00pm - Cults Kirk Centre, 404 North Deeside Road, Aberdeen
AB15 9TD - (hot drinks provided, please bring a light packed lunch)
Sunday, 7th October 2018 - 9.45am to 3.45pm - Fraserburgh Fitness Centre, James Ramsay Park,
Maconochie Road, Fraserburgh
(please bring a light packed lunch, hot drinks can be purchased at the vending machine)
Please check Kanti’s website for more information: www.divine-harmony.co.uk

A weekend of yoga with Pete Blackaby – seminar title to be confirmed
Saturday, 27th April 2019 - 10.00am to 4.00pm - Cults Kirk Centre, 404 North Deeside Road, Aberdeen
AB15 9TD - (hot drinks provided, please bring a light packed lunch)
Sunday, 28th April 2019 - 9.45am to 3.45pm - Fraserburgh (venue to be confirmed)

Please check Pete’s website for more information: www.peteblackaby.co.uk
Check GYA website for more updated information, www.grampianyoga.org.uk
Bookings for all seminars now open, please email gyaseminar@outlook.com
GYA aims to offer yoga to all. Individuals who are restricted financially, or in other
ways, may apply for support when booking
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Following the Yoga Path to Meditation
2 separate but linked days with

Gill Lloyd
Saturday 15 September 2018
Greenpark Community Centre, Polmont, FK2 0PZ
Sunday 16 September 2018
In the Moment, 72 Berkley Street, Glasgow G3 7DS
Using the Yoga Sutra of Patanjali as a guide, Gill will lead practices that include
asana, pranayama, sound work and silence. The day will include short talks and
discussion around the teaching in the Yoga Sutra and its application in today’s
world.
Gill Lloyd was a personal student of TKV Desikachar and has followed his
teaching for over 30 years. She is a teacher-trainer for TSYP, a Vedic chant
teacher and leads workshops in the UK and internationally.

Cost
Time
Venue

£45 per day £80 for both days
10.00 – 16.30
Saturday
Greenpark Community Centre, Polmont

Sunday
In the Moment, Glasgow
Warm drinks provided, please bring a packed lunch.
Information and bookings
Ann Hunter
54 Underwood Road, Burnside, Glasgow, G73 3TF

0141 647 1817

ann@athunter.plus.com
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Introductory Course in the tradition of Krishnamacharya
and his son TKV Desikachar.
To be held monthly in Glasgow on Saturday and Sunday
10.00 – 17.00 starting in March 2019 with Ann Hunter
A 72 contact hour course held over 6 weekends for students or teachers who wish to learn
more about the tradition of the great yogi, Professor T Krishnamacharya and his son, TKV
Desikachar.
This unique approach integrates practical teachings about asana, pranayama, use of sound
and meditative techniques, with the teachings of Patanjali's Yoga sutras and other texts.
Above all, it emphasises the importance of adapting yoga to the individual. A large part of
the course will be about the art of developing a home practice tailored to your specific
needs and how to adapt this as circumstances change. Also, an ideal way to deepen your
knowledge of yoga prior to undertaking teacher training.
Comments from previous students on the course.
“A starting point for a wonderfully fulfilling journey of self discovery and realisation. A great starting point to
develop knowledge of yoga philosophy and learn how to use Yoga off the mat to bring more peace, love and joy
into your life” Claire
“Taking part in Ann Hunter's Introductory course has been a great experience. Ann’s knowledge, dedication to
preparation and delivery of the course together with her encouragement, support and guidance have led me to
develop a regular yoga practise that expands into every aspect of my life. I am so grateful to have had the
opportunity to be part of this and to have learned more than I could have ever imagined.” Moira

Contact Ann for further details and to book your place on the information morning. This is
your opportunity to ask questions and experience Ann's teaching prior to committing to
the course.

Preliminary morning £25 Saturday 17 November 2018 10.00 – 13.00
In the Moment, 72 Berkley Street, Charing Cross, Glasgow, G3 7DS
Email ann@athunter.plus.com or telephone 0141 647 1817
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